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Pilots- The elephant in the room
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More Good News(?)
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THIS!

CAE - 2016
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Your pilots in 5 years.

Your pilots in 10 years.
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How do we spark the next generation?
This is where we all need to work together.
•How do we spark the love of flying to the point it becomes a career
goal for them?
•What advice do high school counselors give regarding career choices?We need to craft that message
•How do students overcome the financial barriers to entry? (learning to
fly isn’t cheap). Capturing the brightest regardless of socio-economic
status.
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Challenges for Collegiate Aviation
•Stability in our instructor corps!

•Most are leaving once they hit 1000 hours.(1 year)

•Training the next generation of CFIs is becoming a
challenge for many schools.
•Five years to go from a first year college student to the 1000
hour CFI.
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Flight Instructors- Key to the Future
Work with your college partners to help develop plans for a measured and
planned progression for CFIs from the school to you.

DON’T EAT THE SEED CROPS!
No Instructors- No new pilots
These CFIs are training the next year’s new hire classes. While you have a
need to fill the next class, we’re working to fill your classes for the next
several years.
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Collegiate Aviation
•Collegiate aviation is not a career or destination. It is a
conduit for aspiring aviators (and other professionals) to
achieve their goals of working for you.
•Our job is to give them the best education we can.
•Education vs. Training
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The Future
How do colleges and universities evolve to prepare the
next generation? – This is a key to the partnerships we
have with you- the industry.
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Framework for a partnership
•

A key element that is enhancing the skills of those graduating in ways to
help overcome of the concerns about pilots with less experience than in the
past.

•

Assisting collegiate programs gain access to the resources necessary to keep
all programs current and relevant regarding the expectations of the
industry. This can include training for faculty so we can build better
curricula and inclusion in industry meetings and working groups.

•

When the industry finds solutions to operational and safety-related
problems, they can provide this information to their collegiate partners so
the next generation of pilots can be better prepared.
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Framework for a partnership
•

Collegiate aviation can provide a test-bed for new training ideas and
methods so the airlines do not have to spend valuable time and money on
new but untested ideas.

•

The relationship should be the foundation to ensuring pilots entering the
profession have a baseline of skills and knowledge that will promote
success as they transition into that phase of their profession.

•

If this is successful, airlines should experience lower training costs for
lower-time pilots because the baseline of knowledge and skills will be
higher.
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Questions?
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